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Abstract 
The study of dendritic growth is a challenging topic at the heart of intense research in material science. 
Understanding such processes is of prime importance as it helps predicting the final microstructure 
governing material properties. In the specific case of the design of metal-matrix nanocomposites 
(MMNCs), the addition of nano-sized particles inside the metallic melt increases the complexity as their 
influence on the growth morphology of dendrites is not yet fully understood. In the present experimental 
study, we use in situ X-ray tomography imaging with very high temporal resolution (0.35 s per 3D 
image) coupled with in situ ultrasonic melt homogenisation to record, in 3D and real time, the free 
growth at high cooling rates (~2 K.s-1) of equiaxed dendrites in an AA6082 alloy containing Y2O3 
nanoparticles. The careful 3D analysis of the dendrite morphologies as well as their solidification 
dynamics reveals that in the case of well-dispersed particles, dendrite equiaxed growth occurs through 
complex hyper-branched morphologies. Such behaviour is believed to arise from particle-induced 
modification of the solidification processes at the origin of multiple splitting, branching and curving 
mechanisms of the dendrite arms. These results shed light on long-standing empirical and modelling 
statements and open new ways for direct investigation of equiaxed growth in metallic alloys and 
composites. 
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1. Introduction 
Describing and understanding accurately the complexity and the diversity of dendrites morphologies is a 
challenging fundamental physical problem related to liquid-solid phase transition [1] and is of high 
practical interest as it helps predicting the final microstructure that governs the materials properties.  
Many models have been derived and completed over the years to describe the steady-state dendrite 
growth, from the early analytical model of Ivantsov [2] to the recent multiscale dendritic needle network 
model [3,4] and the widely used phase field approach [5–9]. Until recently, only transparent organics 
that are thought to “freeze like metals” [10] could be used as experimental validation but could only 
provide 2D observations [11–13] and recent outcomes pointed out that metallic alloys may present more 
complex behaviour [8,14].  Because of technical issues concerning the time needed to collect images in 
situ, free growth stages are mainly accessible by radiography (2D) [15–17,4] and X-ray tomography 
(3D) is often limited to slow cooling rates [14,18–20]. Very few studies report in situ tomography 
acquisition during dendrites free growth at relatively high cooling rates [21–23]. While our 
understanding on dendrites growth is constantly improving, most advanced models or simulation 
techniques still cannot fully describe experimental results [24] and lack 3D in situ experimental dataset 
in metals to be improved. 
For more complex materials, such as metal-matrix nanocomposites (MMNCs) that are promising 
materials in applications where lightweighting and high strength are important issues [25], interaction 
between the solidification front and the particles requires consideration. If a consensus seems to exist for 
a planar front interfering with a spherical particle [26–28] , only few studies focus on dendrite tips and 
particles interactions [6,11,29]. Using 2D phase field simulations, Granazy et al showed that particles 
can significantly modify the equiaxed dendrites morphology [6,7]. Experimental evidence of such 
mechanisms in metals, in 3D, is missing mainly due to the fact that natural aggregation of the particles in 




































































intense ultrasonic melt treatment (UST) leading to an excellent dispersion of particles within the melt 
prior to solidification [26,30,31]. By adapting this technique on a synchrotron tomography beamline, we 
managed to observe experimentally in 3D the free growth of equiaxed dendrites in a liquid AA6082 
alloy containing Y2O3 nanoparticles. We show that the size and the distribution variations of the 
nanoparticles lead either to dense globular or complex hyper-branched dendrites. These experimental 
results are confronted to reported numerical works [6–8,29,32] and provide valuable insights for crystal 
growth and development of low-alloy Al MMNCs 
 
2. Experimental methods 
 
2.1. Sample preparation 
 
The material was processed by BCAST at Brunel University London. The incorporation of 1wt% Y2O3 
particles (~ 500 nm) in the molten AA6082 (composition in wt%: 0.7–1.3% Si, 0.4–1% Mn, 0.6–1.2% 
Mg, 0.5% Fe, 0.25% Cr,0.2% Zn, 0.1% Cu, 0.1% Ti.) matrix was performed under mechanical stirring 
(Ti impeller at 400 rpm). Ultrasonic melt treatment was applied for 5 minutes at a frequency of 17.5 kHz 
with a Nb sonotrode (amplitude nul-to-peak of 20 μm). The detailed procedure can be found elsewhere 
[33]. The samples were machined into cylindrical-shaped specimens of 5 mm in diameter fitting to the 
crucible inside which they were further melted. 
 
2.2. Experimental apparatus 
The sonication device is composed of a transducer, a booster and a sonotrode. Both transducer and 
booster are commercially available parts (MPI-ultrasonics) whereas the probe part was especially 
designed to efficiently apply ultrasound to molten millimetre-size Aluminium composite samples during 
in situ tomography imaging (Figure 1). The system is based on a principle where the fine sonotrode is 




































































probes composed of one or two sections, the present sonotrode is composed of three different sections. 
Indeed, the reduction of the tip diameter increases the constraints at the reduction section leading to 
failure after short time of use. Using COMSOL sowftware, a three-section sonotrode was modelled for a 
targeted eigenfrequency of 20 kHz using a two dimensional axisymmetric approach. The total length 
(145 mm) and the different lengths corresponding to the different sections with fixed diameters (12, 6 
and 3 mm) were computed by minimizing and balancing the stresses along the ultrasonic horn. The Ti 
sonotrode was then machined at the lab according to the computational results obtained. The crucibles 
containing the 5 mm samples are made of alumina and were glued at the top of an alumina rod fixed on 
a rotating stage. An induction furnace consisted of a copper coil placed around the crucible allowing the 
samples to be remelted. The temperature was measured using a pyrometer monitoring the area imaged 
during solidification. The sonotrode was screwed on the sonication device that was mounted on a 
translation stage above the crucible. The vertical displacement of the ultrasonic horn was remotely 
controlled allowing its immersion inside the melt for ultrasonic treatments and its withdrawing quickly 




2.3. Experimental procedure  
The experimental procedure consisted in three stages. First, a AA6082 Al alloy either containing or not 
Y2O3 nanoparticles was melted with an induction furnace. Second, in the fully liquid state, ultrasonic 
treatment (30 s at a frequency of 19.6 kHz) was either applied or not through the dedicated Ti sonotrode. 
Finally, the sonotrode was withdrawn, the induction furnace switched off letting the sample cool 
naturally and ultrafast in situ microtomography was performed. The unique combination of high energy 
and high flux provided by the ESRF-ID15 beamline enables the examination of the complete 
solidification sequence inside 5 mm thick samples at cooling rates in between 1.5 and 3 K.s-1. The time 




































































s) but sufficient to unravel the impact of UST on the size and distribution of Y2O3 nanoparticles and 
consequently on the dendrite growth morphologies. Additional results regarding samples without 
nanoparticles are discussed in Supplementary Material. 
2.4. In situ tomography data acquisition  
In situ tomography was performed at the ID15 beamline at ESRF during solidification after ultrasonic 
melt treatment. A dedicated optic system composed of an x10 objective and a LuAG scintillator 
converting the X-ray light into visible light were placed at front of the camera. The latter was a PCO-
Dimax camera allowing ultrafast acquisition of images. The tomography scans were recorded during the 
solidification of the sample from the liquid state. The induction furnace was powered down right after 
and continuous acquisition was performed during solidification with a cooling rate of the order of 2 K.s-1 
by recording 52000 projections with an exposure time of 0.35 ms, a pixel size of 1.1 μm and a field of 
view of 1200x400 voxels (1.32 x 0.44 mm3).  The angular projection step was set to record 1000 images 
over 180° leading to a scan time of 0.35s. Continuous acquisition was performed meaning that there was 
no delay between two scans. 52 scans were recorded in the camera memory leading to 32 Gb of data. 
Data was then downloaded from camera memory to disks while another sample was mounted. 
2.5. Image reconstruction and processing 
The reconstructed 3D volumes were then obtained by applying filtered back-projection algorithms with 
Paganin algorithms [34] (δ/β of 150). The 3D reconstructed images were corrected with 3D median 
filters, bilateral filters and non local mean filters as well as manually cleaned from noise pollution 
allowing efficient segmentation for quantitative analysis (Supplementary Figure 5) with regular imaging 





































































3. Results  
3.1. Nucleation and growth 
The dendrite morphologies observed during the solidification of the AA6082+Y2O3 nanocomposites 
with and without UST are displayed in Figure 2 where 2D cross-sections extracted from the 3D images 
are shown. At 1 s, in both cases, the solid nucleants are very small, move in the liquid and consequently 
cannot be reconstructed clearly. At 4.35 s, there are few, small and separated dendrites in the field of 
view whose mutual interaction is considered as negligible: this is the free growth stage at the heart of the 
present study. With the presence of Y2O3 nanoparticles acting as nucleates inside the bulk of the 
material, equiaxed growth is the main solidification mode. Without UST, the particles are structured into 
large clusters of particles associated with porosity (Supplementary Figure 4) that can easily trigger 
nucleation and the developing dendrites exhibit large round-shaped arms. Performing UST breaks these 
particle aggregates and suppresses porosity (section 3.2, Figure 3). The nucleation frequency is 
estimated to be reduced by a factor 2 which is likely to be related with the suppression of these large and 
potent clusters (Figure 2). With UST, solidification also occurs through equiaxed dendrites but their 
arms appear thinner, more branched and sometimes curved. The dendrites selected for more in depth 
quantitative 3D morphology analysis (sections 3.3 and 3.4) are highlighted by boxes. 
At 5.75 s, the solid fraction is too high to reasonably assume free growth but the 2D slices clearly 
underline the difference of the developing microstructures. Moreover aggregates of particles are visible 
in the sample solidified without UST.  Although quantitative analysis within a reasonable error range 
could not be conducted, the intermetallic phase containing heavy elements and solidifying at the latest 
stage between the dendrites arms, seems thinner and more homogeneously distributed (when UST is 
performed) and is thus a footprint of the solidification of the hyper-branched dendrites. 
 
3.2. Porosity content 
At 4.35 s in Figure 2, porosity is already visible in the solidifying sample when UST was not performed 




































































increase in porosity content on the red curve arises when dissolved hydrogen present in the aluminium 
melt diffuses inside the pores due to a decrease of hydrogen solubility in the melt during solidification 
[35]. The size of pores then raises leading to an increase in the overall volume fraction of defects in the 
solid state (1% in volume fraction). When UST is performed, the melt is homogenized and ultrasonic 
degassing processes occur [30] leading to the suppression of residual porosity and hence defects in the 
solid state (Figure 3b). Due to the presence of very few pores when UST is performed, only the final 
state content was quantitatively analyzed and was found to remain as low as 0.015% in volume fraction.  
 
3.3. Dendrites 3D morphologies 
Careful and sustained efforts using reconstruction algorithms and post-processing filters (Supplementary 
Figure 5) were applied to extract the accurate 3D morphologies of representative dendrites (in boxes in 
Figure 2). The ratio between the dendrite volume (Vd) and the Convex-Hull envelope containing it (Ve) 
determines the dendrites compactness and is compared for equivalent solidification states (Figure 4a and 
Figure 4b). Values of 40% and 15% are found for the nanocomposite processed without UST and with 
UST, respectively. The latter thus solidifies through less compact dendrites. Moreover, the mean 
thickness of the dendrites arms, obtained by 3D granulometry analysis (Supplementary Figure 6) is 
much smaller in the sample with UST (11±5 μm) than in the sample without UST (30±7.5 μm). The 3D 
rendering of the local surface curvedness (Figure 4c and Figure 4d) clearly illustrates that without UST, 
the dendrites arms present less pronounced curved surfaces, even at their tips whereas with UST, the 
curvedness of the dendrites arms is greatly enhanced. This is confirmed by the Interface Shape 
Distribution [14,36] (ISD) of local shape factor S and local curvedness C pairs in Figure 4e and Figure 
4f. The local curvedness C is given by C=1/2√(κ 1²+ κ 2²) with κ1 and κ2 the principal curvatures of the 
considered surface patch obtained by discretizing the dendrites surfaces. The convention used here is κ 
2>κ 1 and the value of C indicates the curvature magnitude of the patch, with C=0 for a perfectly flat 




































































with S=±1 for spheres, S=±0.5 for cylinders and S=0 for hyperbola with positive (respectively negative) 
values indicating that concavity is pointing towards the solid phase (respectively liquid phase). 
The two ISDs present similar global shapes with almost all the intensity distributed in the positive side 
of S because the concavity of dendrites points towards the solid. For both ISDs, the highest density of 
probability is found for S ∈ [0.4-0.6] corresponding to the cylindrical shape of dendrite arms. However, 
without UST, C values are centred around 0.10 μm-1 whereas a value of 0.22 μm-1 is found when UST is 
performed, confirming that dendrites arms are thinner. More generally the whole ISD intensity is shifted 
towards low C values in absence of UST, attesting for the overall lower curvature of the different arms. 
More importantly, a non-negligible part of the intensity spans towards S values ranging from 0 to 0.4 
indicating that dendrite arms are more globular when UST are not applied. 
 
3.4. Solidification dynamics in 3D 
 
In situ tomography offers a unique possibility to capture the solidification dynamics in 3D. Indeed, the 
comparison of the 3D solid-liquid interface distribution of the selected dendrites between two time steps 
makes possible the determination of the 3D solidification front velocity field (Figure 5a and Figure 5b) 
representing the local velocity (Vlocal). Evaluating the mean 3D growth rate consists in applying a Vlocal 
threshold value (estimated to 30 μm.s-1) below which the velocity corresponds to solid growth far from 
the tips. Calculation of weighted means and weighted deviations of Vlocal (histograms in Figure 5) yields 
41±12 μm.s-1 (no UST) and 51±20 μm.s-1 (UST) highlighting a fairly similar mean growth velocity 
between the two cases but with much higher dispersion when ultrasound is applied with some arm tips 
growing faster than 100 μm.s-1 (Vtip). For a given macroscopic undercooling, it is expected that all arms 
would grow with the same Rtip and Vtip values [1,3,15] but interestingly for the treated sample (UST), 
different arm tips belonging to the same dendrite are observed to grow at significantly different 
velocities. In insets of Figure 5, the log-log plots of (Rtip, Vtip) pairs measured on selected dendrites show 
a transition from Vtip*Rtip = cst (no UST) to Vtip1.7*Rtip = cst (with UST). The difference in the power-




































































tale result on its own, indirectly reveals the impact of differences in size and distribution of the Y2O3. 
Different key parameters controlling dendrites morphology can potentially be locally modified by the 
presence of these particles, in several ways, as discussed hereafter. 
 
4. Discussion 
The dendrite tip velocity Vtip is not constant over time in the solidification of the ultrasonically 
processed AA6082+Y2O3 sample (Figure 6a). Such variation was reported in simulations of thermal 
dendrites in the presence of particles. The heat flow is locally modified in the surrounding of the 
particles inducing dendrite tip acceleration or deceleration depending on the thermal property of the 
particles. Dendrite curving and splitting are potential outcomes of this mechanism [29].  
In alloys however, the solid growth is mainly governed by solutal effects. The influence of the particle is 
therefore believed to rather be on the solute diffusion ahead of the growth front [11]. Particles can 
indeed restrain the diffusion of solute creating local compositional heterogeneities and variations of 
driving force. The change with time of the growth velocity as well as arm bending can then be naturally 
explained by the fact that dendrites are growing into a field of particle-induced inhomogeneities [6,7]. 
Tip-splitting can also be generated through this mechanism when a groove enriched in solute is created 
at the growth front by a non-engulfed particle/aggregate that induces solute pile-up [11,26]  
(Supplementary Figure 11). 
The presence of particles may also have an influence on side-branching. Glicksman et al recently 
developed a determinist approach of this mechanism where the capillary forces at the surface of an arm 
can induce local surface rotation, at specific locations (instead of random) and initiate branching [32,37]. 
With a more deformed shape of dendrite arms, the number and position of these nucleation points may 
be greatly impacted which can play a role in increasing the complexity of morphologies. The role of 
capillary forces is however constrained to the formation of arms, their growth being then controlled by 




































































Branching and change in growth direction were also found to be a consequence of a compositional 
dependence of interfacial anisotropy. Using phase field simulation, Haxhimali et al revealed the 
continuous variation of the growth direction not limited to a finite number of crystallographic 
orientations [8]. Related mechanisms were observed experimentally in columnar growth of Al-Zn [8], 
Al-Cu [24] and noteworthy in the present AA6082 without particles and UST (Supplementary Figure 2) 
where secondary arms growing in regions increasing in solute content exhibit a tendency to curve. The 
directionality of columnar growth induces however a certain symmetry and regularity in growth pattern.  
Here, the equiaxed growth triggered by the Y2O3 particles is therefore even less constrained and a 
greater degree of freedom is left to the dendrite arms for following different directions dictated by the 
local variation of solute content. Modifying the number and spatial distribution of heterogeneities in the 
melt can certainly have an influence on the morphology of the dendrites growing in such media.  
Branching and splitting events are then more frequent when the field of particles is better dispersed by 
performing UST leading to the hyper-branched structure shown in Figure 4b and Figure 6b. 
Direct interactions of particles with dendrite tips was also studied in the metallic Ni-Cu system by phase 
field simulation by Gránásy et al. who revealed that immobile particles can deviate the tip by promoting 
growth front nucleation (GFN), minimizing the interface energy and leading to “dizzy” polycrystalline 
microstructures [6]. The arm of the present study highlighted in Figure 6c undergoes a comparable 
deflection from its initial growing axis inducing a curved dendrite. Considering that the deflection is 
large (~30°) and that the grain size is comparable to the size of the dendrites (150~200 μm, 
Supplementary Figure 12), such direct mechanisms, if plausible, are supposed to be limited.  Again, the 
hyper-branched morphology is thus rather related to local modifications of the solute diffusion 
behaviour, likely influenced by the distribution of the particles, promoting single-crystal dendrite as also 
obtained numerically by Gránásy et al [7]. At the time, experimental comparison was taken with 
solidification of 2D transparent organics that only showed elementary mechanisms [6,11,13] and were 
stated to be general processes (Figure 7). At present, resolution-limited tomography experiments cannot 
provide clear location of such small and moving particles, even at high acquisition rates, but can rather 




































































comparison between Figure 7c-d andFigure 7e-f  highlights the morphological similarities between the 
present experimental results and the simulation results obtained by Gránásy et al [7].  While 
fundamental mechanisms are believed to differ from transparent organics and simulations, the present 
results support manifold mechanisms but this time obtained experimentally (for the first time in 3D), 
with small and highly dispersed nanoparticles in a conventional metallic melt. 
5. Conclusion 
To conclude, the development of branched palm-tree structures (Figure 7) through multiple splitting and 
branching events indicates how particles, that are free to move compared to fixed particles in simulations 
results [6,7,29] or confined particles in 2D experiments [6,11], influence the dendrites growth. Indeed, in 
addition to directly influencing nucleation, they are more likely to have an indirect impact (local 
variation of solute content) rather than a direct impact (promotion of GFN) on crystal growth.  
With constant improvements of experimental apparatus and light sources, such work demonstrates the 
promising potential and essential knowledge that can be gained by in situ characterisation. It clearly 
demonstrates that free crystal growth in low-alloyed Al melt containing particles, is far from ideal 
models and requires in depth experimental investigation, especially in equiaxed growth. It also 
corroborates the necessity to investigate solidification of metallic alloys directly instead of relying on 
their transparent counterparts [14] and provides valuable information for theoretical or computational 
investigations as well as for practical considerations concerning processing of MMNCs. 
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Figure 1 Experimental apparatus. a Schematic drawing of the experimental device. Inset shows the 
thermal treatment applied to the samples (Tm is the melting temperature). When performed, UST were 
applied in the fully liquid state. b Picture of the experimental equipment. 
 
Figure 2 Solidification of the AA6082+Y2O3 alloys processed without (top) and with ultrasonic 
melt treatment (bottom). For each case, four 2D slices were extracted from the 3D volumes in the fully 
liquid state (1 s – 920 K), during free growth just after nucleation (4.35 s – 913 K), during “poisoned 
growth” [17] (5.75 s – 909 K) and in the final solid state (15 s – 790 K).  The stripes in the images in the 
liquid state at 1 s arise because nucleation has just started, the small solid grains are moving and cannot 
be reconstructed accurately.  
 
Figure 3 Porosity content. a Evolution of the porosity volume fraction during cooling for the 
AA6082+Y2O3 sample solidified without UST (red) and with UST (green). b 3D rendering of the 
porosity in the solid state. 
 
Figure 4 Full 3D morphologies characterization of representative dendrites: 3D compactness, 
Surface Curvedness and Interface Shape Distribution. a, b 3D rendering of the dendrites within their 
Convex Hull Envelope (in grey transparency) without and with UST, respectively. c, d 3D rendering of 
the dendrites with colours representing the local curvedness C (μm-1) of the interface without and with 
UST, respectively. e, f Interface Shape Distribution [14,36] displaying the probability of finding a patch 
of surface with a given (S,C) pair value, without and with UST, respectively. The red colours correspond 
to high probability of (S,C) pairs whereas blue ones correspond to low probability and yellow to 
intermediate. The colourbar is normalized by the maximum probability. The overall morphological 
difference is also supported by (κ1,κ2) ISD maps (Supplementary Figure 7). 
 
Figure 5 Quantitative 3D analysis of the local velocity field. 3D rendering of the local velocity fields 
extracted from two successive time steps (4 s and 4.35 s) when UST are not applied (a) and applied (b). 
The overall 3D morphologies of the dendrites are conserved in both cases highlighting the accuracy of 
local velocity computation (Supplementary Figures 8 and 9). The corresponding histograms are given 
aside, the mean velocity values as well as the deviations values given in text are weighted by the 
occurrence. The agreement between local curvature C and Rtip values is shown in Supplementary Figure 
10. 
Figure 6 In depth investigation of splitting and curving of dendrites arms (with UST). a Sequence 
of successive snapshots extracted from the solidification of the 6082+Y2O3 after UST. The arrows point 
toward the region of interest where a splitting event occurs. The velocity of the arm tip (Vtip) was 
extracted by comparing two images between two successive time steps. The corresponding values are 
reported on the graph as a function of time showing a modification of the tip velocity due to the 




































































liquid phase b 3D rendering, at different angles, of the well-developed branched palm-tree morphology 
taken inside the dashed contour in the 2D cross-section. c 2D pictures and 3D segmentation showing the 
growth of a selected arm between 4 s and 4.7 s. The selected arm presents different environment 
between the two 2D images because the surrounding arms do not all grow in the plan of the images, 
confirming the necessity of 3D analysis. The segmentation of this arm in 3D reveals that the tip 
deviation is real and not a 2D cross-sectional misled interpretation. 
 
Figure 7 Temporal progression of experimental and simulated investigations of particles-induced 
dendrites morphologies. a and b illustrate elementary mechanisms revealed by 2D observations of a 
single particle respectively splitting [11] and deviating [6] a dendrite in transparent organics. c and d are 
2D phase field simulation results obtained for metals (Ni-Cu system) [6,7] supporting the previously 
experimental evidences but this time reporting manifold mechanisms either by the presence of a large 
number of particles or by modification of free energy and kinetic coefficient parameter. e and f are taken 
from the present experiment highlighting the morphological similarities. The colour rendering is a guide 
to the eyes for a better contrast between solid and liquid phase. a is reprinted from ref [11] with 
permission, Copyright 1991, Elsevier. b and d are reprinted from ref [6] with permission, Copyright 



















Figure 1 Experimental apparatus and cooling curves. a Schematic drawing of the experimental 
device. Inset shows the thermal treatment applied to the samples (Tm is the melting temperature). 




























Figure 2 Solidification of the AA6082+Y2O3 alloys processed without (top) and with ultrasonic melt treatment (bottom). For each 
case, four 2D slices were extracted from the 3D volumes in the fully liquid state (1 s – 920 K), during free growth just after nucleation 
(4.35 s – 913 K), during “poisoned growth” [17] (5.75 s – 909 K) and in the final solid state (15 s – 790 K).  The stripes in the images in 
the liquid state at 1 s arise because nucleation has just started, the small solid grains are moving and cannot be reconstructed accurately.  
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Figure 3 Porosity content. a Evolution of the porosity volume fraction 
during cooling for the AA6082+Y2O3 sample solidified without UST 
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Figure 4 Full 3D morphologies characterization of representative dendrites: 3D compactness, Surface Curvedness and 
Interface Shape Distribution. a, b 3D rendering of the dendrites within their Convex Hull Envelope (in grey transparency) 
without and with UST, respectively. c, d 3D rendering of the dendrites with colours representing the local curvedness C (μm-1) 
of the interface without and with UST, respectively. e, f Interface Shape Distribution [14,36] displaying the probability of 
finding a patch of surface with a given (S,C) pair value, without and with UST, respectively. The red colours correspond to high 
probability of (S,C) pairs whereas blue ones correspond to low probability and yellow to intermediate. The colourbar is 
normalized by the maximum probability. The overall morphological difference is also supported by (κ1,κ2) ISD maps 
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Figure 5 Quantitative 3D analysis of the local velocity field. 3D rendering of the 
local velocity fields extracted from two successive time steps (4 s and 4.35 s) when 
UST are not applied (a) and applied (b). The overall 3D morphologies of the 
dendrites are conserved in both cases highlighting the accuracy of local velocity 
computation (Supplementary Figures 8 and 9). The corresponding histograms are 
given aside, the mean velocity values as well as the deviations values given in text 
are weighted by the occurrence. The agreement between local curvature C and Rtip 
























































Figure 6 In depth investigation of splitting and curving of dendrites arms (with UST). a Sequence of successive snapshots extracted from 
the solidification of the 6082+Y2O3 after UST. The arrows point toward the region of interest where a splitting event occurs. The velocity of the 
arm tip (Vtip) was extracted by comparing two images between two successive time steps. The corresponding values are reported on the graph as 
a function of time showing a modification of the tip velocity due to the branching event. The colour rendering is a guide to the eyes for a better 
contrast between solid and liquid phase b 3D rendering, at different angles, of the well-developed branched palm-tree morphology taken inside 
the dashed contour in the 2D cross-section. c 2D pictures and 3D segmentation showing the growth of a selected arm between 4 s and 4.7 s. The 
selected arm presents different environment between the two 2D images because the surrounding arms do not all grow in the plan of the images, 
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Figure 7 Temporal progression of experimental and simulated investigations of 
particles-induced dendrites morphologies. a and b illustrate elementary mechanisms 
revealed by 2D observations of a single particle respectively splitting [11] and deviating 
[6] a dendrite in transparent organics. c and d are 2D phase field simulation results 
obtained for metals (Ni-Cu system) [6,7] supporting the previously experimental 
evidences but this time reporting manifold mechanisms either by the presence of a large 
number of particles or by modification of free energy and kinetic coefficient parameter. 
e and f are taken from the present experiment highlighting the morphological 
similarities. The colour rendering is a guide to the eyes for a better contrast between 
solid and liquid phase. a is reprinted from ref [11] with permission, Copyright 1991, 
Elsevier. b and d are reprinted from ref [6] with permission, Copyright 2003, Nature 
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